Folks:
No time to be flowery. Here it is. Challenging wind. Jerry was the only one in a “A” rig, just because he’s Jerry. Lots of
boat swapping towards the end. Big fun, even if we had to work for it. Enjoy. Larry
-----------------------------------------------------OK here is a rule quiz for you guys. Typical winter sailing at Bowman Bay where there is a box course and all marks are
downwind marks. Looking out over the bay you see these black craters from overhead high velocity wind bombs that
appear and dissolve with no discernible pattern. Most typically the bombs come from behind and over your head to splat
down in the center of the course sending #3 rig gusts in all directions. Occasionally, and again with no warning, the
prevailing southerly will send a 30knt gust over the isthmus to Lighthouse point and lay flat any IOM in its wake. This all
creates some interesting and wide variety of course headings as boats enter the zone for a mark to be round to port on a
required side. Take this case:
Yellow woody 57 enters the zone close hauled on port with a heading that would take her close to the mark and
presumably carry on to the next mark. Grey Fraktal 42 enters the zone shortly after on a close to opposite heading and
running wing-on-wing on starboard. The Fraktal over canvassed with rig #1 does a crash gybe to round the Red mark and
settles to windward of the woody. Although barely discernible over 50 meters, there is gunnel to gunnel contact while
close to the mark and still in the zone. 42 protest 57 and the woody pilot responds, “You did a D’amico on me!”
“No! Joe comes in on port”, hails the Fraktal.
What rules are involved and although 57 did a penalty turn, should he have? JWB

Hi Jerry,
I cannot make sense of your description - did you mean marks to stbd? (I
don;t see how 57 on port could round a mark to port without tacking)
However, the key bits are - after the mark, so mark room is not relevant.
42 gybed from stbd to port and became close overlapped to windward of
57. Contact occurred. 42 broke R 11 W/L for failing to keep clear.
Although ROW changed from 42 on stbd to 57 as leeward, R 15 Give
room on Change of ROW, does not apply as it was the action of 42 that
led to the change. John Ball.
Well it has to be obvious that it was 42 at fault!! That's always the case!!!
Was the chrome bumper on this time? –Barry Fox

